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DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS

 1896 – the birth of nuclear physics.
 Becquerel discovered radioactivity in uranium compounds

 Rutherford showed the radiation had three types.
 Alpha  (He nucleus)
 Beta (electrons)
 Gamma (high-energy photons)

 1911 Rutherford, Geiger and Marsden performed scattering experiments.
 Established the point mass nature of the nucleus
 Nuclear force was a new type of force

 1919 Rutherford and coworkers first observed nuclear reactions in which 
naturally occurring alpha particles bombarded nitrogen nuclei to produce 
oxygen.

 1932 Cockcroft and Walton first used artificially accelerated protons to 
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produce nuclear reactions.

 1932 Chadwick discovered the neutron.
 1933 the Curies discovered artificial radioactivity.
 1938 Hahn and Strassman discovered nuclear fission.
 1942 Fermi achieved the first controlled nuclear fission reactor.

SOME PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI

 All nuclei are composed of protons and neutrons.
 Exception is ordinary hydrogen with just a proton

 The atomic number, Z, equals the number of protons in the nucleus.
 The neutron number, N, is the number of neutrons in the nucleus.
 The mass number, A, is the number of nucleons in the nucleus

A = Z + N
 Nucleon is a generic term used to refer to either a proton or a neutron
 The mass number is not the same as the mass

 Notation

 Example:

XA
Z where X is the chemical symbol of the element

Al27
13
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 Mass number is 27
 Atomic number is 13
 Contains 13 protons
 Contains 14 (27 – 13) neutrons

13
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CHARGE AND MASS

Charge:
 The electron has a single negative charge, -e (e = 1.60217733 x 10-19 C)
 The proton has a single positive charge, +e 

 Thus, charge of a nucleus is equal to Ze

 The neutron has no charge
 Makes it difficult to detect

Mass:
 It is convenient to use atomic mass units, u, to express masses

 1 u = 1.660559 x 10-27 kg
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 Based on definition that the mass of one atom of 12C is exactly 12 u

 Mass can also be expressed in MeV/c2

 From ER = m c2

 1 u = 931.45 MeV/c2

SUMMARY OF MASSES

ھي وحدة للتعبير عن الوزن الذري بالكيلوجرام amuوحدة الكتل الذرية •
جرام أي أن كتلة عدد من ذرات  12معبر عنه بالجرامات يساوي  12Cالوزن الذري للكربون •

.جرام 12ذرة يساوي  6x1023الكربون قدره 

The mass of one atom = 12gram/ 6x1023 = 2x10-26 kg

Masses

The mass of one atom  12gram/ 6x10  2x10 kg

12من كتلة الكربون  1/12وقد اتفق على أن تكون وحدة الكتلة 
1 amu = (1/12)x2x10-26 kg

1 amu = 1.67 x 10-27 kg

E = mc2 = 1.67x10-27x(3x108)2=14.94x10-11 Joule = 9.3145x108 eV

1 amu = 931.45 MeV
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Masses

Particle kg u MeV/c2

Proton 1.6726 x 10-27 1.007276 938.28

Neutron 1.6750 x 10-27 1.008665 939.57

Electron 9.101 x 10-31 5.486x10-4 0.511
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THE SIZE OF THE NUCLEUS

 First investigated by Rutherford in 
scattering experiments

 He found an expression for how 
l   l h  ti l  i  close an alpha particle moving 

toward the nucleus can come before 
being turned around by the Coulomb 
force

 The KE of the particle must be 
completely converted to PE

24 ek Ze
d

  2 1 2
21 e Zeq q

k k
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  or

 For gold:  d = 3.2 x 10-14 m, for silver: d = 2 x 10-14 m
Such small lengths are often expressed in femtometers where 1 fm = 10-15 m 

(also called a fermi)

SIZE OF NUCLEUS

 Since the time of Rutherford, 
many other experiments have 
concluded the following

 Most nuclei are approximately 
spherical

 Average radius is

 1 2  10 15
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 ro = 1.2 x 10-15 m

fmmrwhereArr oo 2.1102.1 153
1
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DENSITY OF NUCLEI

 The volume of the nucleus (assumed to be spherical) is directly
proportional to the total number of nucleons.

 This suggests that all nuclei have nearly the same density.

 where r is the radius of the nucleus of mass number A. The assumption of
constant density leads to a nuclear density

317 /103.2 mkgn 

fmmrwhereArr oo 2.1102.1 153
1
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 Nucleons combine to form a nucleus as though they were tightly packed
spheres.

NUCLEAR FORCES

 Within the incredibly small nuclear size, the two strongest forces in nature
are pitted against each other. When the balance is broken, the resultant
radioactivity yields particles of enormous energy.

•The electron in a hydrogen atom is
attracted to the proton nucleus with
a force so strong that gravity and all
other forces are negligible by
comparison.
•But two protons touching each
other would feel a repulsive force
over 100 million times stronger!! So
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how can such protons stay in such
close proximity?
•This may give you some feeling for
the enormity of the nuclear strong
force which holds the nuclei
together.
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NUCLEAR STABILITY

 There are very large repulsive electrostatic forces between 
protons

 These forces should cause the nucleus to fly apart

 The nuclei are stable because of the presence of another, 
short-range force, called the nuclear (or strong) force

 This is an attractive force that acts between all nuclear particles

 The nuclear attractive force is stronger than the Coulomb repulsive 
force at the short ranges within the nucleus
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force at the short ranges within the nucleus

NUCLEAR STABILITY CHART

 Light nuclei are most stable if N = Z

 Heavy nuclei are most stable when    Heavy nuclei are most stable when   

N > Z

 As the number of protons increase, 
the Coulomb force increases and so 
more nucleons are needed to keep 
the nucleus stable

 No nuclei are stable when Z > 83
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ISOTOPES

 The nuclei of all atoms of a particular element must contain the 
same number of protons

 They may contain varying numbers of neutrons
 Isotopes of an element have the same Z but differing N and A values
 Example: C11

6 C14
6C13

6C12
6

لھا نفس العدد الذري وتختلف في  انوية
العدد الكتلي النظائر Isotopes

لھا نفس العدد من النيوترونات  أنوية
وتختلف في عدد البروتونات ايزوتون Isotones

Cl35
17 Cl37

17

Cl37
17 K39

19

13

مختلفة في العدد الذري ومتساوية  انوية
في العدد الكتلي البدائل IsobarsCl37

17 Ar37
18

See this  http://atom.kaeri.re.kr/ton/
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16 أمثلة أخرى

U
235

U
238

There are many types of uranium:

U
92

U
92

A 235

Z 92

Number of protons 92

A 238

Z 92

Number of protons 92

Isotopes of any particular element contain the same number of
protons, but different numbers of neutrons.

Number of protons 92

Number of neutrons 143

Number of protons 92

Number of neutrons 146
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